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LieberLieber Software:
SDC Systems distributes
LemonTree in the UK
With the new partner SDC Systems LieberLieber strengthens its distribution in the UK and Ireland. SDC Systems has a large base of Enterprise
Architect users and includes LemonTree and codeBeamer Connector for
Enterprise Architect in its portfolio.

VI E N NA/ H E RTFOR D S H I R E
Despite the challenging environment due to the Corona
Pandemic, 2020 was a successful year for Lieber
Lieber. Once again, the growing interest of the industry
for the top product LemonTree was confirmed, also
a new release is about to be published. With SDC
Systems, a new partner focussed on the embedded systems market where the Enterprise Architect modelling
platform is widely used aross the UK and Ireland.
FOCUS ON LE MONTR E E AN D
COD E B EAM E R CON N ECTOR
LemonTree is the plug-and-play product for model versioning (diff and merge), and has already enjoyed growing
popularity among the target group for five years. LemonTree comprehensively improves the work of a distributed
modelling team and supports compliance with prescribed standards such as ISO 26262, giving models the
same life cycle as other artefacts such as software.
LemonTree enables the understanding of changes between individual model versions, which is important for
reviews. A new release with important improvements is
already in the pipeline and will be presented soon.

Stuart Parker
Managing Director
SDC Systems
SDC Systems are excited to add the Lieber
Lieber modelling products to our range of software process and analysis tools for distribution
in the UK and Ireland. We see a large market
with Enterprise Architect users in our customer
base and look forward to introducing them to
the LemonTree model versioning tool, as well as
the EA Connector for Intland codeBeamer.
The software tools we distribute are particularly
well suited to the development of highly complex embedded systems, often with regulatory
certification needs, and the LieberLieber products fit well in this customer environment.
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In early 2020, LieberLieber and Intland Software introduced codeBeamer Connector for Enterprise Architect.
This integration allows users to synchronise requirements, model attributes as well as links and references
between codeBeamer ALM and Enterprise Architect.
Now it is even easier to navigate back and forth between
the two platforms while development data is automatically synchronised.

More Information about LemonTree:
www.lieberlieber.com/lemontree/de/
More information about codeBeamer Connector for
Enterprise Architect:
www.lieberlieber.com/codebeamer/
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We are pleased to have gained an experienced
partner in the important UK and Irish market
with SDC Systems. SDC Systems has a lot of
experience with embedded systems customers
where Enterprise Architect is popular and can
now complement its portfolio with LemonTree
and codeBeamer Connector. This allows us to
further deepen our cooperation with customers
and to open up completely new buyer groups.
We are always available to SDC Systems and
its customers with advice and support and look
forward to joint successes!

ABOUT SDC SYSTEMS
SDC Systems was founded in 2002 and are focussed on the embedded systems market in the UK and Ireland.
SDC Systems provides a portfolio of essential tools, technologies and services to enable organisations to deliver
safe and secure applications both quickly and cost effectively. Our business has been built on the concept of sourcing, understanding and combining new technologies to enhance and accelerate our client’s business performance.
We assist our clients in adopting these technologies, as well as providing full integration, deployment, support and
additional engineering services.
www.sdcsystems.com
stuart.parker@sdcsystems.com

ABOUT LIEBERLIEBER SOFTWARE
We are a software engineering company. The know-how of our employees lies in model-based software and system
design based on tools such as Enterprise Architect from Sparx Systems.
Our customers are companies that place particular importance on the quality of their software and systems development. They wish to maintain a constant overview of their complex development scenarios while ensuring that
security-relevant requirements are clearly represented in models.
For this task we provide our own special tools, such as LemonTree and Embedded Engineer. In addition, we offer a
range of useful tool integration services to help make our customers‘ development processes more productive.
www.lieberlieber.com
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